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and, heres an example of the same scene from a different
angle. now weve shifted the camera around enough to take

a look at the landscape in the background and how it
contrasts the slope in the foreground. but, you might be

thinking, how did we get the truck to be in a position where
it would be looking at the mountains? well, there was a part

of this scene i missed: that mountain range is pretty far
back, and the truck is at a very extreme angle. but, theres a

few things going on that make this possible. first, the
camera is tilted straight, but the mountains are simply so
huge that theres a noticeable perspective shift. now, this

same mountain range can make for some cool photo effects
in the game. for example, if youre in the middle of a race

and you see one of those large, red arrows pointing to your
right, thats because there is a canyon on that side of the
road that you can navigate through. but, its pretty far off
and i just happen to be between those arrows. the next
thing going on is that the camera is tilted very steeply.

when you tilt a camera, its not always the same distance
you are actually zooming in. if you tilt too far, the camera
will actually be zooming back. and if you tilt too far, the

amount of tilt you can achieve is pretty limited. this is why i
decided to set my camera at 45 degrees. this was the

perfect angle for this view. by tilting the camera, youll still
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get a decent amount of perspective shift, but you wont
zoom so far in that youre completely out of reach of the
mountains. its far enough to keep the mountains in view,

but its not so far that theyre gone.
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theres also a good chance youll want to have an
aftermarket stereo system installed. bluetooth, a backup

camera, a radio, an auxiliary input jack, and a cd player are
all must-haves. most cars also come with a rear view
mirror, and theres more than enough room to add an

optional monitor if you want to keep a proper eye on whats
going on while backing up. finally, youll need to have the
interior looking good. theres lots of places to stick stickers

and decals, and you should spend the time doing so. even if
youre not going to go for a full-blown custom interior, a

simple interior treatment can make a big difference. a few
elements can really make your car stand out from the pack.
a few examples would be a special paint job, the addition of
seat belts, or special airbrushing. the interior camera mod is

actually rather easy to install. simply download and unzip
the.nfsu2 file, then follow the included instructions to install

it. the game should automatically detect the mod once
installed and start using it. also, please note that the mod
will not work with gta 5's no pause option. you will have to

turn off no pause to get the mod to work. the interior
camera mod is actually rather easy to install. simply

download and unzip the.nfsu2 file, then follow the included
instructions to install it. the game should automatically

detect the mod once installed and start using it. moved to
gta vthe interior camera mod is actually rather easy to

install. simply download and unzip the.nfsu2 file, then follow
the included instructions to install it. the game should

automatically detect the mod once installed and start using
it. 5ec8ef588b
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